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Synopsis
1774. The rule of the great and mighty Ekaterina is threatened.
The Russo-Turkish War continues, draining the Empire’s treasury.
Numerous pretenders appear with claims to the throne. The Peasants’
War is in full swing – a war led by Yemelyan Pugachev, who passed
himself off as Peter III. There is danger brewing inside the palace, too:
the noblemen want to pass the throne on to her oldest son, Paul.
Ekaterina’s personal life is troubled. She has lost hope of having a child
with Prince Potemkin. She has new love interests, new favorites. But the
biggest and most important love of the Empress is Russia itself. Ekaterina
has to make decisions that determine the fate of her throne and her
empire.

Trailer

About the series
Ekaterina: Pretenders
is a continuation of the saga
about the most outstanding
and independent woman
on the Russian throne.
the series about formation of
the Russian Empire, troubling
period in the country’s history
and the Great Empress who
was making this history.

Two seasons of “Ekaterina“ were an extraordinary success:

“Ekaterina“ triumphed at the MEDIAMIXX 2017
Festival in Thessaloniki, Greece. The series took
the first prize of the following categories: “Best
Drama”, “Best Director“, “Best Camera”.
The TV series was awarded Orpheus statuette
at the TEFI awards (the most prestigious award
given in the Russian television industry), and
the Golden Eagle Award (an award given by the
National Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and
Sciences of Russia).
The Hollywood Reporter placed “Ekaterina“
third in its twenty best foreign series list.

The saga about love and rule of the Russian Empress has been translated
into 20 languages and sold to 104 countries.

In the new season, she has the fate of the whole country in her hands.
Russia was recognized as a great power and almost perished. Ekaterina
was declared the Great but almost lost her throne…

«It is one of the most dramatic and complicated
periods of her life. In this season, Ekaterina is
particularly vulnerable and will fight for herself at
any cost. She has to confront loss and betrayals
in the political front, as well as in her love life.»
Marina
Aleksandrova

Crown of the Russian Empire is in danger…
Spring of 1774. Ekaterina’s reign is threatened from four sides.
The Russo-Turkish War continues and it can result either in a beneficial
peace or crushing defeat.
Princess Tarakanova appears in Paris, she passes herself off as Elizaveta
Petrovna’s daughter. The Peasants’ War led by Yemelyan Pugachev is in
full swing.
There is danger brewing inside the palace, too. Ekaterina may fight
for the throne with her own son, daughter-in-law or a favorite.

Ekaterina is dreaming about family bliss. But even the most powerful
woman cannot reclaim lost love. Will she find power in herself to forgive
and forget her lover or her hardened heart will demand revenge?
Where one feeling went out a new one may appear…

«I cannot bear the separation any longer!»
Ekaterina II

The rule of the Great Empire, wars, plots, schemes, and history-changing
love have combined in a destiny of one woman.

«Ekaterina deserves to have the whole world
talking about her! Such an extraordinary person
in Russian history: German by birth, she managed
to become completely Russian spending 30 years
on the Russian throne. And she did much more
for the country than many rulers before and after
her.»
Ekaterina II

Actors and their characters

Marina Aleksandrova
as Catherine the Great
Empress and sole ruler of Russia

Vladimir Yaglych
as Grigoriy Potemkin
His Serene Highness the Prince,
a statesman, secretly engaged with
Ekaterina

Pavel Tabakov
as Crown Prince Paul
Grand Prince, heir to the Russian
throne, son of Ekaterina and Peter IIIr

Natalya
Tomnikova
AlinaAlekseevna
as Natalya Alekseevna
Grand Duchess, Prince Paul’s
first wife

Angelina Strechina
as Princess Elizaveta Tarakanova
A pretender who passed herself
off as the Empress Elizaveta
Petrovna’s daughter

Artur Ivanov
as Yemelyan Pugachev
Don Cossack, who led the rebellion,
passed himself off as the Emperor
Peter III

Artyom Alekseev
as Aleksey Orlov
Count Orlov-Chesmenskiy, a loyal
ally of Ekaterina II

Brilliant cast, intriguing and historically accurate plot, gorgeous
interiors of the palaces, luxurious details and costumes. The series has
everything to sweep away the audience with real passion and beauty.
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